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About the speaker:  Professor Thomas Schroeder has been at UH since 1974. He directs the Joint Institute for 

Marine and Atmospheric Research and has served four separate terms as chair of the Department of Meteorology. 

His personal interests are weather and climate and their impacts upon society.  He began his career as a tornado 

and waterspout researcher while in graduate school at Purdue University where he earned his MS (1971) and 

PhD (1974). His studies of local and tropical weather have ranged from flash floods and Hawaiian rainfall 

patterns to hurricanes and wind energy prospecting. He co-founded the Pacific ENSO Applications Center, a 

prototype climate services center.  He serves on the Hawaii Hurricane Advisory Committee and has chaired 

national committees and boards for both the American Meteorological Society and the Association of Public and 

Land Grant Universities. He serves as a consultant on hurricane risk modeling to the states of Florida and 

Hawaii. He has been recognized as a distinguished alumnus of the Purdue University School of Science.  

 

Abstract      
 

 

Climate change, its impacts and societal consequences are a matter of global and local concern. The political and 

economical consequences are significant and the story is further complicated by the 24 by 7 news cycle and the 

general ignorance of scientific method and the concept of uncertainty.  

 

In this presentation I present a brief discussion of elements of Hawaiian climate, summarize the global concerns 

and discuss four main items of regional or local concern. These are 1) rainfall trends, 2) trade wind strength, 3) 

extreme events/hurricanes and 4) sea level rise.  Often the signals for Hawaii are much weaker than those of say, 

the Arctic.  

 

In each instance I will provide physical reasoning, evidence to date, results of model projections and prospects 

for verification of predictions.  

                                                                                                       

                              


